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1. Introduction. The polynomial rings of the title are the rings of poly-

nomials in a finite number of variables with coefficients in a field. In a paper

[2] published in 1955, J.-P. Serre asked the question, is every finitely generated

projective module over such a ring free? It is an easy exercise to show that

this is the case for polynomials in one variable; in a recent article [3] C. S.

Seshadri has shown that it is also true for polynomials in two variables.

Otherwise the question remains open today, and it is perhaps à propos to re-

mark that Stephen Chase of the University of Chicago has shown that the

statement (that every finitely generated projective module is free) may be

true for a ring 7? and still fail to be true for R[x],

The problem is equivalent to the following theorem: Let 7? be a poly-

nomial ring, «i, • • ■ , anER, and (ai, • • • , an) = (1). Then 3 an wXw matrix

M, with entries in R, first row (öi • • • c„), and | M\ ( = det M) = 1.

(A proof of this equivalence will be given in §11. This proof has

been known to Serre, and also to Kaplansky, for some time; it was com-

municated orally to the author by Professor Kaplansky. We include it here

for completeness since it has not previously appeared in print.)

The purpose of this paper is to study a special case of this matrix theorem,

and a few similar theorems closed related to it. Specifically, we will attempt

to determine for which polynomial rings 7? the following theorems hold.

Theorem A. If 1G(oi. a2, a3) then 3 a 3X3 matrix M over R with first row

(ai a2 a3) and | M\ = 1.

Theorem B. If dE(ai, a2, a3), where d is any element of R, then 3 a 3X3

matrix M over R with first row (ai a2 a3) and \ M\ =d.

Theorem C. If \E(a>i, a2, a3), then 3 2X2 matrices A and B over R such

that

(ai       a2\

) = AB - BA.
a%   —aj
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Theorem D. // C is any 2X2 matrix over R with trace 0, then 3 2X2

matrices A and B over R such that C = AB — BA.

In the course of the paper we will show that for integral domains Theorems

A and C are equivalent, and that D implies B for any commutative ring;

thus D implies all the others. We also obtain the following results:

Theorem D is true for the ring of polynomials in one variable over any

field, and for polynomials in two variables over any algebraically closed or

real closed field. Thus in these cases all the theorems hold.

Theorem D is false for polynomials in three or more variables over any

field.
Theorem B is false for polynomials in three or more variables over a for-

mally real field, and for six or more variables over any field.

From the result of Seshadri already mentioned it follows that Theorem A

(and hence C) is true for two variables over any field. For three or more

variables over any field these theorems remain open.

The analogue of Theorem D for mXm matrices is false for polynomials in

k variables over any field if k is sufficiently large.

The method of approach will be to study Theorem D in detail, and derive

results on the other theorems as corollaries whenever possible; e.g., it is the

existence of a large class of counterexamples to Theorem D that enables us

to produce a counterexample to Theorem B.

2. Background. We give here the proof of the equivalence mentioned in

the introduction.

Suppose first that every finitely generated projective module over the

ring R is free, and for this part of the proof we need only suppose that R is

any ring with unit for which the dimension of a free module is uniquely de-

fined; in particular, R may be any integral domain. Now given fli, • • • , a„

GR, with (oi, • • • , a„) = (l), we will construct the desired matrix. For this

purpose, let F be a free i?-module of dimension n, with basis {«i, •■•,«„},

and define a homomorphism/: F—>R by f(u¡) =dj for all *'. Then/ is onto, so

we have an exact sequence

0-+ K-^F^>R->0

which splits, since R is free. Thus K is projective, and finitely generated, since

it is a homomorphic image of F, and hence free. From the uniqueness of the

dimension of F it follows that K has a basis {vi, • • • , vn-i} of n — 1 genera-

tors, so that {vi, • ■ ■ , fn-i, l} is a basis for F-K®R. If we represent the

m,'s in terms of this basis we have

n-l

«i = E ai*>i + a»
;~l
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for each i. The matrix of coefficients is the required nonsingular matrix with

last row (ai ■ ■ ■ an).

Now suppose that 7? is a polynomial ring for which the matrix theorem is

true. It has been shown by Serre [6, exposé 23, p. 12] that every projective

module over a polynomial ring has a free complement; i.e., if P is projective

then there are free modules Fi and F2 such that Fi = F2(BP. It is a consequence

of the proof that when P is finitely generated Fi and F2 may also be taken to

be finitely generated. Then by doing an induction on the dimension of 7^ we

see that it will be sufficient to prove that if R®P is free then P is free. Thus

let /: F—>R@P be an isomorphism, where F is a free module with basis

¡«i, • • • , un], and let /(««■) =a,-f/»,- for each i. Then since / is onto

(oi, • ■ • , an) = (l), and so there exists a nonsingular wXw matrix M, with

first row (ai • • • an). M defines an isomorphism m: 7"—>F by

n

miui) = atui + £ atjUj,
3=2

where the Oj/s are the remaining entries of M. Now define Vi: F-+R by

tti(£r,M<) = r\, and let wr be the projection of R®P onto R along P. Then

7Tiot: F—*R and 7Tß/: F—>R agree on the w,'s and hence on all of F, and so have

the same kernel, K. Now m: K^>u2R(& • • • ®unR and f:K—>P are both

isomorphisms, so mf~l:P-*u2R® ■ ■ • @unR is also an isomorphism, as re-

quired.

3. Preliminaries. For this section, unless otherwise specified, 7? will de-

note an arbitrary commutative ring with unit and R2 the ring of 2 X 2 matrices

over 7?. For A, BER2 we will use [A, 73] to denote, as usual, the expression

AB-BA. We observe that if C= [A,B] and [7?, 73] = 0, then C= [A +D, 73]
as well, so we may add to A anything that commutes with 73, in particular

any scalar matrix or any scalar multiple of 73, without changing the com-

mutator of A and 73. Then by adding a scalar matrix if necessary we can re-

duce A to the form

(«i     a2

a3     0

and similarly for 73. Thus a matrix C is a commutator if and only if it can

be expressed in the form

(ci      c2\ _ r'iai     a2\    / ¿1     &s\"

c3  -cj      l_Va3     oMi,     0/J '

i.e., if and only if 3a,, biER satisfying the equations:

(1) ci = a2b3 - b2a3,

(2) c2 = aib2 — Mí,

(3) Ci — a3bi — b3ai.

■
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Now let 3C be the set of all commutators in R2. We record for future refer-

ence some manipulative lemmas.

Lemma 3.1.

Ai     Ci\ (d     c\
I ) G X => ) G X,
\C3    —Cif \Ck    —Ci/

where (ij k) is any permutation of (I 2 3).

Proof. It will be sufficient to verify that

(Cl     *)   and   (C2     C>)

\C2   —Ci/ \Ci   — c2)

are in X, since the permutations (2 3) and (1 2 3) generate 53. Let

o^-[C :>C: .*)]•
and let XT denote the transpose of X. Then

(ci     cA      (ci     c2\T

) = ( )   = (AB - BA)T = BTAT - ATBT G X,
Ci   —Ci/ \Cî   —Cil

and it follows from equations (1), (2), and (3) that

Í

Lemma 3.2.

/c2     cA _  T/äs     ai\ fbz     bAl

Vi -Ci/     LU2     0/' \b2     0/1

(ci      c2\               (eci c2\
) G x => I ) G X,

\cz  — ci/                \ cz —eci/

where e is any unit in R.

Proof.

/Ci       c2\

\c3 —Ci)
G X

implies that 3a,-, biGR satisfying equations (1), (2), and (3), and it follows

from these equations that

(eci       c2 \      ["( ai    ea2\    /e~^bx    b2\~\

ez   -ecj~ l\eaz     0 /'  \ b,      0/1'
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Lemma 3.3.

(ci     c2\ _ / ci   dc2\
I )G 0C=>( )G X
\Cz  —cil \dcz  —cj

for any dGR-

Proof. Again, it follows from equations (1), (2), and (3) that

(Ci    dc2\      r/dai     a2\    /db\     b2\~]

dcz  -cj ~~ L\ a3     0 )'  \ bz     0/J

Lemma 3.4.

¡Ci      c2\
ci G (c2, cz) => I )GX.

\cz —cj

Proof. Let Ci = ac2+ßc3. Then

Ai   cA = r/ °   c*\  /-i ß\~\
\cz -cj     l\-cz   0/'  \   a   0/J'

Theorem 3.1. Let R be any principal ideal ring, CGRi- Then trace C = 0=>C

GX. (I.e., Theorem D holds for principal ideal rings.)

Proof. Let

C
lc\     c2\

\C3    — cj

and (c2, Cz) = (d), so that c2 = ¿c2', Cz = dc¡ , and (c2 , c3') = (1). Then CiG(c2, c3),

so

/ci       c2'\

(   ' )G3C\c3    —Cl /

by Lemma 3.4 and so

Ai     c2\ = /Cl    ^,'\      k

\c3  — cj      \dcl   —c\)

by Lemma 3.3.

Equations (1), (2), and (3),are awkward to work with, but fortunately

two of these can be replaced by the following two equations:

(4) 0 = fliCi + a2cz + a3c2

(5) 0 = bici + biC3 + bzCi.

The precise situation is given by the next two lemmas.
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Lemma 3.5. If R is an integral domain and Cij^O, then equations (1), (2)

and (3) are equivalent to equations (1), (4), and (5), in the sense that the o.'s

and bi's satisfy one set of equations if and only if they satisfy the other.

Proof. Suppose we have a¿, 6,- satisfying equations (1), (2), and (3). Then

aiCi + a2c3 + a¡c2 = ai(a2b3 — b2a3) + a2(a3bi — b3ai) + a3(aib2 — bia2)

= 0,

and similarly for equation (5).

Now suppose the a,-, £>, satisfy equations (1), (4), and (5). Multiplying

equation (4) by b3 and (5) by a3 and subtracting, we get

0 = (aib3 — bia3)ci + (a2b3 — b2a3)c3,

which is equivalent to

(a3bi — b3ai)ci = cic3

by equation (1). Now since ci^O and 7? is an integral domain, this gives us

equation (3), and (2) may be obtained in the same way.

Lemma 3.6. 7/7? is an integral domain, then

(Ci      c2\
) E X. <=> 3ait biESZ

c3  —ci)

satisfying equations (1), (4), and (5).

Proof. If £i = 0 we certainly have CiEic2, c3), so that

(Ci       c2\

\C3    —Cil

by Lemma 3.4, and otherwise Lemma 3.5 is applicable. This gives the im-

plication in one direction. For the other, we note that in the previous lemma

the proof of the fact that equations (1), (2), and (3) imply equations (1), (4),

and (5) did not depend on ci^O.

Lemma 3.7. If R is an integral domain, and aci+ßc2+yc3= 1, íAew

(Cl    C2 ) E 3C «=> ( "        ) E x.

\c3   — Ci/ Yy    —a/

Proof. It is certainly sufficient to prove the implication in one direction

only, so suppose that

(a       ß\^

( JG3C.Yy    —a/

We will then produce a,, b¡ER satisfying equations (1), (4), and (5). Let 7?8
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denote the free i?-module on three generators, N the submodule consisting of

all triples (ru r2, r3) satisfying

0 = rici + r2c3 + r3c2,

and N' the submodule generated by the three vectors

«i = (0, -C2, Cz),

üi = ( — Ci, 0, ci),

and

ûz = ( — cz, Ci, 0).

Certainly N' Ç A''. The idea is to exhibit vectors ä = (ai, a2, a3) and 5 = (bi, b2, b3)

in N' whose coordinates satisfy equation (1) ; equations (4) and (5) will then

be satisfied automatically. Let

ä = ¿iMi + k2û2 + k3ú3   and    h = mziMi + m2ü2 + m3ü3.

Then

a2 = — k\c2 + kzCi, a% = kic3 + k2ci,

bi = — Miic2 + mí3Ci,    and   b3 = ni\c3 + m2c\,

so that the equation we must satisfy becomes

ci = a2b3 — b2a3

= ( — kic2 + k3ci)(mic3 + m2Ci) — (—Wic2 + m3Ci)(kiCz + k2Ci)

= [(míi¿2 — km2)c2 + (k3mi ~ m3ki)cz + (k3m2 — m3k2)ci]ci.

This will certainly be satisfied if k3m2 — m3k2 = a, mik2 — kim2 = ß, and ¿3«i

m3ki = y. We claim that since

(" 0\y    —a/

is a commutator we can accomplish this. Indeed, —1 is always a unit, so by

Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2

(" 0\ —7    —a/

is also a commutator, and we need only choose the mî<'s and &;'s so that

fa       /S\_ r/wi   m2\     iki     k2\l

V-7    -a)~ LV»»   0 /'   U»     0/J"

Theorem 3.2. If R is an integral domain, Theorems A and C are equivalent.
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Proof. Suppose first that Theorem A is true, and lEfai, a2, a3). Then

there exist ki, mi such that

= ik2m3 — m2k3)ai + ikim2 — mik2)a2 + (ksnti — m3ki)a3

= aai + ßa2 + ya3 = 1;

now

Yy   —a/

is certainly a commutator, and so, by the previous lemma,

(ai       a2

a3   —ai

is a commutator also.

Now suppose that Theorem C is true, and that lE(ai, a2, a3). Then there-

are a, ß, y ER with aai+ßa2+ya3 = 1; thus IG (a, ß, y) as well, so applying

Theorem C to this case we have that there exist ki, mtER such that

/a       ß\ _ V/ki     *2\    /mi   w2\"|

\y   -a)~ l\k3    0/'  \m3    0 )}'

Then

= (k2m3 — m2k3)ai + (km2 — mxk2)a2 + (k-mi — m3ki)a3

= aai + ßa2 + ya3 = 1,

as required.

If in the last part of this proof we replace the condition "l£(oi, a2, a3)n

with udE(di, a2, a3)" and assume that every 2X2 matrix of trace 0 over 7? is a

commutator, it is clear we can construct a 3 X3 matrix with first row (aia3 a2)

and determinant d. Furthermore, in this part of the proof we haven't used

the fact that 7? is an integral domain, so we have shown

Theorem 3.3. For any commutative ring, Theorem D implies Theorem B.

Lemma 3.8. Let R be an integral domain, and pE(ci, c2). Then

(Cl       C2\ (     Ci c2\

)E X <=> ( ) E X.
\c3   —cj \c3 + p   —Cil

Proof. It is certainly sufficient to prove the implication in one direction,

and for this purpose it will suffice to show that for any rER,

ai a3 a2

ki k2 k3

mi   m2   m3

)

ai a3 a2

ki k2 k3

mi   m%   m3
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Ai     c2\ /     a c2\
( )GX=>( )GX;
\c3  —Ci/ \Cz + rci —cil

since ¿> can be written as rci+jc2 the lemma will then follow by applying this

fact twice, and using Lemma 3.1.

Now the hypothesis implies that 3 a,, biGR such that

ci = a2b3 — b2az

0 = OiCi + a2Cz + asc2

and

0 = ¿»ici + biC3 + b3Ci.

From the last two equations we get

0 = (fli — ra2)ci + a2 (c3 + rci) + a3c2

and

0 = (bi - rb2)ci + b2(c3 + rci) + b3c2,

and these, plus the first equation above, give

/     Ci c2\
(     , )GX,
\cz + rci —a/

by Lemma 3.6.

From here on we will assume that R is a unique factorization domain, that

is, an integral domain in which every element may be factored uniquely (to

within units) into a product of prime elements. Given a, bGR, we will use

(a, b) to denote the greatest common factor of a and b (again, unique to

within multiplication by a unit); in particular, we write (a, b) = \ il a and b

have no common factors other than units.

The next lemma gives us a partial converse to Lemma 3.3 which allows

us to restrict our attention to a smaller class of matrices.

Lemma 3.9. If (k, Ci) = l, then

(dci    kdci\ (dc\      dc2\
,     G3C=* )GX.

kdcz  —dci/ \dcz  —dci/

Proof. The hypothesis implies that 3a,-, biGR satisfying

dci = a2b3 — i>2a3

0 = ai(dci) + a2(kdcz) + a3(kdc2)

and
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O = biidci) + b2ikdc3) + b3ikdc2).

We may assume d^O (since otherwise there is nothing to prove), so the last

two equations give

0 = aici + a2kc3 + a3kc2

and

0 = ¿»ici + b2kc3 + b¡kc2.

Thus &|<Zi£i and k\biCi. But since (k, Ci) = l, this means that k\ai and k\bi\

let ai = ka{ and bi = kb{. Now factoring k out of the last two equations

(k^O is implicit in (k, Ci)= 1) and multiplying by d gives

0 = ai (¿ci) + a2(dc3) + a3(dc2)

and

0 = b{(dci)+b2(dc3) + b3(dc2).

These two equations, plus the first equation above, imply that

(dci     dc2\

dc3  —dci)
Jv,

by Lemma 3.6.

Now let

(ai       a2\

a3   —aj

be any 2X2 matrix of trace 0. If any of the ais is 0 we know that A is a com-

mutator, so we may suppose that each a.^0. Then if d= (ai, a2, a3) (the great-

est factor common to all three ais) we have

(dbi       db2\
Jt )    where    (bl> bí> b*> = 1-

db3    —dbi/

Using the previous lemma together with Lemma 3.3 we can now remove any

factors common to two of the bis; e.g., if b2=kc2 and b3 = kc3 then (k, ¿»i) = l

so A is a commutator if and only if

(dbi     dc2\

dc3 —dbj

is. Proceeding in this way we construct a matrix

(dci     dc2\

)
dc3 —dci)

with the property (cu e>)= 1 for all i and j, and A*EX if and only if AEX.
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Thus the general problem reduces to the consideration of matrices of the form

dC, where

(Cl       c2\
)     and   {d, of) = 1 for all i and j.

cz  —ci/

This divides itself naturally into two questions. First, what matrices of this

type (i.e., no two of whose entries have common factors) are commutators,

and second, given a matrix C£f¡K, for what d will dCGX:

With regard to the second problem, we know that such d's always exist;

e.g., by Theorem 3.1 C is certainly a commutator if we allow matrices over the

quotient field of R, and then if d is the product of all the denominators occur-

ring in such an expression, dC will clearly be a commutator of matrices over

R. The problem of determining precisely what d's will do the trick for a given

matrix C appears to be quite difficult, and of relatively little interest (remem-

ber that the problem which originally motivated this paper is the one for

which the entries in the matrix generate the unit ideal, and hence have no

common factors) ; we will accordingly restrict our attention to the first prob-

lem.

4. Polynomials in two variables. For this section, R will be K[x, y],

K an arbitrary field.

Lemma. // (ci, c2) = 1 and p is a product of linear factors, then

(ci    CA _       A»    CA ,-
)G3C=*( )gx.

pc3 —Cif \c3  —cj

Proof. It will be enough to prove this in the case where ¿> is linear; the

lemma then follows by repeated application of this special case. For this pur-

pose, it will be sufficient to prove the lemma for p = x, for we can reduce an

arbitrary linear polynomial to x by a linear change of variable. That is, if

p = a0+aix+a2y and ai-¿0, set x' = p, y' = y. Then K[x, y]=K[x', y'] and we

can apply the lemma for p = x' to K[x', y']. If <ii = 0 then 025^0 and we can

take x' = p and y' = x.

Thus we are reduced to the case ¿» = x. Now since (ci, c2)= 1 either x\ci or

x\c2. By Lemma 3.1 we are justified in assuming that x\c2. Let

c::-::)=^K(: :>e:o)}
where ax = xpi(x, y)+po(y) and bi = xqi(x, y)+go(y), the ¿><'s and qis being

polynomials in the indicated variables. Now we can write ¿»o(y) as

Pa(y) = ri(y)?o(y) + r2(y),

where either r2(y) =0 or deg r2<deg g0. We know that we can add to A any
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scalar multiple of 73 without changing the commutator of A and 73 ; in particu-

lar

( Cl      C2) = [A, B]=[A- riB, 73]

\XC3   —Cl/

Kxpi (x, y) + r2(y)    a2'\    /xqx(x, y) + q0(y)    b2\l

ai 0  )'  \ b3 0/J'

Now we can write qo as r3r2+rt and repeat the procedure, this time replacing

73 by 73 — r3(A — ri73), in the course of which bi is replaced by xq[ (x, y) +r¡í(y).

It is clear that if we continue in this way we will eventually arrive at an

rk = 0. We may suppose that this occurs in the matrix A, so that ai" = xpi\x, y)

+0, i.e., ai" is a multiple of x. Thus we are actually justified in assuming that

/ ci     c2\ _ r/xai   a2\    /bi   b2\l

\xc3 -cj ~L\a3   0 )' \b3   0/J"

Now equations (3), (4), and (5) of §3 become

xc3 = a3bi — b3(xai),

0 = (aix)ci + a2(xc3) + a3c2,

and

0 = ¿ici + b2(xc3) + b3c2.

Since x\c2 the second equation implies that x\a3; say a3 = xa3. Then factoring

an x out of the first two equations gives

c3 = a3bi — b3ai

and

0 = axci -f a2c3 + a{c2,

while the last equation may be written as

0 = bici + (b2x)c3 + b3c2.

These last three equations imply that

/ci      c2\

\c3   — Ci/
E X

by Lemma 3.6.

Theorem 4.1. Let R = K[x, y], K algebraically closed, and CERi- Then

triQ = 0=*CEX.

Proof. We showed at the end of §3 that it is sufficient to prove the theorem

for all matrices of the form dC, where
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Ai    cA
C = ( )    and    (ci, Cj) = 1 for all i and /.

\c3  — cj

For this purpose it will be sufficient to show that CG X, for then certainly

dCGX also. Now it is well known that since (ci, c2)= 1 there is a polynomial

¿»(x)G(ci, c2) which is a function of x only; e.g., we could take ¿»(x) to be the

resultant of ci and c2 considered as polynomials in y with coefficients in K [x] ;

this is in (ci, c2) (see van der Waerden [4, p. 85]) and is not 0 since {c\, c2) = 1.

Then p(x)czG(ci, c2) also, so

/    Ci c2\

( )GX
\p(x)cz   —cj

by Lemma 3.4. But since K is algebraically closed, p(x) splits into linear fac-

tors, and so

Ai     c2\

\c3  —cj
G x

by the lemma just proved.

Theorem 4.2. Let R = K[x, y], K a real closed field, and CGR2- Then

tr (C) = 0=> CG X.

Proof. As above we may assume

A1      CA
C = ( )   with    {a, Cj) — 1 for all i and j,

and it will be sufficient to show that there is a polynomial pG(ci, c2) which is

a product of linear factors. Let

(ci, Ci) = qi r\ • • • i\ qk,

where each q, is a primary ideal with corresponding prime ideal p, and ex-

ponent a¡ (that is, a, is the least integer such that >p"'£Q¿)- It will be sufficient

to show that there is a linear polynomial pi in each pi, for then ¿»"'Gq; and

P = II Pi' £ (\i n • • • r\qk = (a, cs).
i

Now since (ci, c2)=l there is, as we have just observed, a polynomial ¿>(x)

G(ci, c2), and similarly also a g(y)G(ci, c2). Let (x0, yo) be a zero of the ideal

(ci, d), i.e., a common zero of cx and c2. Then p(x0) =0 andg(y0) =0, so there

are only a finite number of possibilities for Xo and yo, and we have now shown

that the manifold of (ci, c2) consists of at most a finite number of points. If

the manifold is empty (ci, c2) = (l) and there is nothing to prove. Otherwise

(ci, c2) is a zero-dimensional ideal, and so the p,'s are zero-dimensional prime
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ideals. Thus the manifold of a p, consists of algebraically conjugate points.

It will now be sufficient to produce a linear polynomial which is 0 at one of

these points; since the points are conjugate it will then be 0 at all of them and

hence be in p,. Let t be a root of the polynomial x2+l, and let K = K[i],

Then we know that K is the algebraic closure of K, and so a point in the

manifold of p¿ has the form (a\+ia2, bi+ib2), where the ais and ¿>,'s are in K,

and we have to find a linear polynomial piEK [x, y] which is 0 at this point.

This is easy enough: if ^J^O take

otherwise take pi = y — &i.

5. Polynomials in more than two variables. From here on 7? will be

K [xi, • • • , *»], where K is a field and w = 3. In keeping with the remarks

made at the end of §3, we will restrict ourselves to the consideration of

matrices of the form

(Cl      c2\
),    where    (c,-, c¡) = 1 for all i and j.

Ci  —Ci/

We recall a notation established earlier: 723 is the free 72-module on three

generators, N the submodule consisting of all triples (ru r2, r3) such that

0 = fiCi + r2c3 + r3c2,

and N' the submodule of N generated by

«i = (0, -c2, c3),

M2 =   i-rCt, 0, Ci),

and

«3  =   (~Cl, Cl, 0).

Let á = (oi, a2, a3) and b = (bi, b2, b3). Then CE X if and only if 3á, 5 G A7 whose

coordinates satisfy Ci = a2b3 — ¿>2a3. It will thus be of interest to describe A7

more precisely.

Let (ci, c2) = qi(~\ ■ ■ • (~\qk, where the q¿'s are primary ideals with cor-

responding prime ideals p<, and p,- ?= p> for if6]. Then we have

Lemma 5.1. If c3Eh^-J • ■ • ̂ P* then N = N'.

Proof. We have TV'ÇZN in any case, so we must show that NÇ.N'. Let the

vector â = (ai, a2, a3)EN, so that

0 = aiCi + a2c3 + a3c2.

Then a2G(ci, c2): (c3); but the hypothesis implies that (ci, c2): (c3) = (ci, c2)

(see Northcott [l]), so we actually have a2E(ci, c2); say a2 = kiCi + k2c2. Then

the above equation becomes
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0 = (ai + kic3)ci + (a3 + k2c3)c2.

Now since  (ci, c2)=l it follows that c2| (ai+£ic3), say ai + kiC3 = k»c2, and

similarly a3+k2c3 = ktci. We then have

ai = k3c2 — ¿iCj

and

a3 = kiCi — kiC3,

so our equation becomes

0 = (*, + ki)cic2.

Thus ki = — k3 (since we have restricted ourselves to a case in which none of

the Ci's are 0) so that

a3 = — kzCi — k2c3,

and so (ai, a2, a3) - — k2üi — k3ü2+kiü3GN', as required.

We define the dimension of an ideal I, as usual, to be the dimension of its

manifold, i.e., the maximum of the dimensions of its prime ideals, and recall

the following properties of this dimension:

(1) dim 7= — 1 is defined to mean that the manifold of I is empty, i.e.,

that I = R,
(2) dim I = n — 1 if and only if 7 is a principal ideal (see van der Waerden

[5, p. 68, exercise 2]),

(3) If I is generated by r elements, and I^R, then dim I^n — r (see

Northcott [l, p. 60, Theorem 7]).
Now let 7(C) denote the ¡deal (cu c2, c3). Since the c,'s have no common

factors 1(C) is not a principal ideal (unless 1(C) = R), hence dim 1(C) is either

— 1, m — 3, or m — 2. The case where dim 1(C) is —1, i.e., where 1(C) =R, is just

Theorem C, which is still unsettled. When dim 1(C) =n — 3 we have the fol-

lowing:

Theorem 5.1. Let R = K[xh • • • , xn], n^3, K any field, and let CGR2,

with tr(C) = 0. If dim 1(C) =n-3 then CGX.

Proof. We first note that since m^3 dim 7(C) ^ -1, i.e., 1(C) 9^R.

Now we claim that the hypothesis of Lemma 5.1 is satisfied, that is,

C3GP1W • • • Wp*, where the p.'s are the prime ideals belonging to (ci, c2).

For if c3Gpi for some i, then 1(C)Cp,-, and so pv contains one of the prime

ideals belonging to 7(C). Since dim 7(C) = n — 3 its prime ideals all have

dimension ^m —3, and we will have shown that this is impossible if we can

show that dim p, = M —2. Since (ci, c2)= 1, (ci, c2) is not a principal ideal (it is

not R because 7(C) is not R) and so has dimension^m —2, i.e., all its prime

ideals have dimension ^m —2. Then by the theorem of van der Waerden
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[5, p. 70 ] it follows that its prime ideals all have dimension actually equal to

w —2, which is what we needed.

Thus Lemma 5.1 is applicable, and N=N'. Now suppose CEX. Then

3a, lEN, and hence in N', whose coordinates satisfy equations (1), (2), and

(3) of §3. Since äEN', aiE(c2, c3)QI(C), and similarly all the a.'s and o,'s

are in 7(C). Then equations (1), (2), and (3) imply that all the eis are in

7(C)2; hence I(QQI(Q\ and so 1(C) = 1(C)2. Then it follows by induction

that 7(C) = 7(C)n for all w, and hence that 7(C) = (!"=,! 7(C)». But this last is
impossible, since 1(C) 9eR implies that H"=11(C)n = (0).

Two matrices will be said to be equivalent (in the sense of this paper) if

one is a commutator if and only if the other is, and a 2 X2 matrix C of trace

0 will be said to have dimension k if 7(C) has dimension k. We recall that an

ideal is called unmixed or mixed according as its prime ideals do or do not all

have the same dimension.

We can show that every matrix of dimension — 1 is equivalent to a matrix

of unmixed dimension w —2. For let C have dimension —1, so that (c\, c2, c3)

= (1). We claim that there exists a prime polynomial d which is not a factor

of either Ci or c3, and which has at least one zero in common with Ci. To

verify this it will certainly be enough to show that there are infinitely many

prime polynomials which have zeros in common with C\, and this is an im-

mediate consequence of the fact that the manifold of Ci contains infinitely

many points. Thus there exists a dER such that (d, Ci)= (d, c3)= 1 and (ci, d)

5^(1). Then (c\, d) cannot be a principal ideal, i.e., cannot have dimension

w — 1, and so must have dimension w —2. By the theorem on p. 70 of van der

Waerden [5] it follows that (cu d) is actually an unmixed w —2 dimensional

ideal. Furthermore, since lG(ci, c2, c3), dE(dcu dc2, dc3)Q(ci, dc2, dc3), so that

(ci, dc2, dc3) = (ci, d). Now since (ci, d)=l, C is equivalent, by Lemmas 3.3

and 3.9, to the matrix

(ci    dc2

dc3  —C\

which in turn is equivalent, by Lemmas 3.8 and 3.1, to

/ Ci    Cic3 + dc2
M = (

\dc3 — ci

But 7(M) = (ci, dc2, dc3) = (ci, d) is an unmixed w —2 dimensional ideal, and

so to complete the proof we need only show that no two entries in M have a

common factor. The verification of this is straightforward.

Thus the problem reduces to an investigation of the matrices of dimension

w —2. This is more complicated; it is easy to produce examples of such

matrices which are commutators and of others which are not. However, all

examples known to date behave as follows: If 7(C) is a mixed w —2 dimen-

)'

>
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sional ideal then C is not a commutator, while if 7(C) is unmixed then C is a

commutator. For example, it is easy to show that the matrices in which one

entry is a linear polynomial can be classified in this way. If this were known to

be true in general the problem would be solved; in particular we would

know Theorem C (and hence Theorem A) to be true, since Theorem C is

just the special case for which the dimension is —1.

It is tempting to conjecture at this point that the property of being a

commutator is a geometric property of the matrix C in the sense that it does

not depend on the ideal 7(C), but only on its manifold. We will give a specific

example to show that this is not the case. We take R to be K[x, y, z], let

V(C) and V(a, b) denote the manifolds of the matrix C and the ideal (a, b)

respectively, and let

M = (     * J )    and    M' = ( y\
\x + y2    — x/ \x+ y    —x/

Then V(M) = V(x, yz, y*) = V(x, y) = V(M'). Certainly M'GX, since x+y

G(x, y). Now by Lemmas 3.3, 3.8, and 3.9, M is equivalent to

(x     yz

y2   —x

which in turn is equivalent to

C ')■\y    —x/

and this is certainly not a commutator, since dim(x, y, z)=0 = m — 3. The

trouble, of course, is that although 7(il7) has an unmixed manifold, it is a

mixed ideal; in fact

I(M) = (x, yz, y2) = (x, z, y2) C\ (x, y).

The fact that the matrix

fa     y\
\z    —x)

is not a commutator can be shown directly in a quite elementary way; we

will do this, since the method leads to some interesting generalizations. Sup-

pose

("   0\3      —Xf

is a commutator; then 3a,-, biGR satisfying
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x = a2b3 — b2a3,

0 = aiX + a2z + a3y,

and

0 = bix + b2z + b3y.

Now we claim it follows from the last equation that the polynomial ¿>i has no

constant term, for if it had, the product ¿»ix would have a linear term in x,

whereas the expression b^+b^y clearly has not. Similarly b2 and b3 do not

have constant terms either, and neither do any of the ais. But then the

products a2b3 and ¿>2a3 can have no linear terms, so that the first equation

above is not possible.

Now let R = K[xi, • ■ • , x„] again, where w = 3. Then the natural general-

ization of the above argument gives

Lemma 5.2. Let

a,   „y
\c3   — Ci/

where each Ci = Xi+pi, the pis being polynomials with no constant terms and no

linear terms in Xi, x2, and x3. Then C&X.

As a consequence of this, we can now prove

Theorem 5.2. For any field K, Theorem B is false for K[xi, ■ ■ ■ , x„] if

w = 6.

Proof. We claim there does not exist a matrix with first row (xit x6, xt)

and determinant = d = XiX4+x2s;5-|-x3X6, although certainly dG(*4, *6> xt).

Suppose such a matrix does exist, i.e., 3a,, bi such that

Xt     X<¡     Xi

ai    a2   a3

¿>i    b2    b3

XiXi + X2Xi + x3xt.

Then we have xia+x6ß+Xsy = 0, where a = a2b3 — b2a3 — Xi,ß = aib2 — bia2 — x2,

and y = a3bi — b3ai — x3. Now certainly (xi} x6) is a prime ideal, and x6G(*4, x*)>

so the hypothesis of Lemma 5.1 is satisfied, and we can conclude that the vec-

tor (a, ß, y)EN'. Then BKiER such that a = KiXi+K2x^, ß=-Kixt

+K3xi, and 7= —K2Xi — K3x6. This gives us

a2b3 — b2a3 = xi + Kix0 + K2x6,

aib2 — ¿>ia2= x2 — KiXi + K3x$,

and

a3bi — b3ai = x3 — K2Xi — K3Xi.
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But the three polynomials appearing on the right-hand side of these equations

satisfy the hypothesis of the previous lemma, hence do not form a commuta-

tor, and so these equations cannot be satisfied.

For formally real fields we can sharpen this to

Theorem 5.3.  For any formally real field K,  Theorem B is false for

K[xi, ■ ■ ■ , x„] if m^3.

Proof. Now we show that there does not exist a matrix with first row

(xi,x2, x3) and determinant = x\+x\+x\. It follows justas before that if such

a matrix does exist then 3 a;, bi satisfying

Xi(a2b3 — b2a3 — xt) + x2(aib2 — bia2 — x2) + x3(a3bi — b3ai — x3) = 0,

and then we can again conclude that 3KiGR such that

a2b3 — b2a3 — Xi + KiX2 + K2x3,

(6) aib2 — bia2 = x2 — Kxxi + K3x3,

a3bi — b3ax = x3 — K2Xi — KgX2.

Now let fi denote the constant term in Kiy and let

X{   = *i + /l*2 + fiXi,

x2  = - fiXi + x2+ f3Xz,

xi  =  - /j*i - /ä^2 + Xz.

We wish to express the x,'s as functions of the xi's. The determinant of the

above set of equations is

= l+/i+/22+/3^0,

since K is a formally real field. Thus the above set of equations can be solved,

i.e., each Xi may be expressed as a linear combination of the xi's with coeffi-

cients in the base field K. Now let xi = x( lor i > 3. Then certainly

K[xi, • • ■ , xk] = K[x{, ■ ■ ■ , xi], i.e., every polynomial in the Xi's can be

expressed as a polynomial in the x¡ 's. Moreover, when we do this a homo-

geneous polynomial of degree r in the x.'s becomes a homogeneous polynomial

of the same degree in the xi's, so that the degrees of all terms are preserved.

Now we note that

xi + Kix2 + K2xz = %l + pi,

x2 - KiXi + Kzx3 = x{ + ¿>2,

1      /i     /*

-h      1      h
-U  -U      1

and
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x3 — K2Xi — K3x2 = x3 + p3,

where the pi's are polynomials in the xis with no constant or linear terms.

Hence when we express the pis as polynomials in the xí's they still have no

constant or linear terms, so that the hypothesis of Lemma 5.2 is again satis-

fied, and we can again conclude that equations (6) are impossible.

The basic argument we have been using can also be generalized to wXw

matrices. In this case it yields

Theorem 5.4. Let R = K[xh • • ■ , xk], k^2n — \. Then there are wXw

matrices over R of trace 0 which are not commutators.

Proof. Let A = (a,-,), 73 = (6,-,-), C= (ctJ), and suppose that C= [A, B]. Then

tr(73C) = triBiAB - BA)) = triBAB - BBA) = tr([73^, 73]) = 0,

so

n      n

£ £ b,jCji = 0,    and similarly

(7)
n       n

£ £ anca = o.
»-i j=i

Now define C as follows:

cu = xk for 1 = k = w,

cu = zn+t_i for 2 = k ^ n,

ckj = xk for 2 = k, j = n and ¿+j/ 2«,

and

= —£**.

Then tr(C)=0, and we claim that C(£X.

Suppose C— [A, 73]; we know we may assume ann = bnn = 0, so equations

(7) become

n n n

0  =   £ bikXk +f£ ÔiiXn+t-1 + £ bijXj
k=l h=2 i,j=2;i+j*2n

and

n n n

0 = £ au«* + £ akiXn+k-i +       £      dijXj.
k=l k=2 i,j=2;i+i^2n

Now we are ready to apply the familiar argument. It follows from the first of

these equations that the polynomial bik can have no constant term, for if it
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had the product bikxk would have a linear term in xk, and linear terms in xk

cannot occur anywhere else in this equation. Similarly the ¿»«'s, a¡u's and ou's

can have no constant terms. Now we have

n n

xi = en = E au6*i — E bikati;
*=i *=i

but none of the products occurring on the right can have linear terms, so this

is impossible.
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